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I’m addicted to camsluts. I’m not afraid to admit it. There’s nothing like watching some amateur babe fuck herself for
you and you alone. And they say money can’t bring you happiness. For just a few bucks you could have some 20
something slut ride a dildo, write your name across her chest, and talk dirty to you. It’s cheaper than hiring an escort and
definitely less risky. And I know some of you cheap fucks out there like to lurk during free shows and catch whatever
glimpse of pussy of you can get, but that’s just pathetic. If you haven’t done a cam-to-cam before, then you are really
missing out. All of my best nuts have been from some horny camwhore asking me to cum all over her face.

Imlive.com is a live cam site with a credit based system. Tip sexy babes, control their sex toys, enjoy “candy shows,” or
go cam-to-cam for an amazing experience. There are a ton of kinky options, but I’ll get into those later on. Imlive.com
has been around since 2001. That’s a long fucking time. Just about 20 years of hosting the hottest camwhores out there.
And plenty of you horny fucks flock to this site. The site brings in a solid 6-7 million views every month.

Get Free Credits When You Make an Account

The site design is decent. It’s a bit bright for my taste, but it has a modern layout and look to it. You can browse and get
some previews without making an account, but you don’t get access to chats and can’t send any tips to the performers.
So, make an account. It’s free, and you get a few free credits to get a taste of what the site has to offer. It’s free fucking
money! Can’t be turning that shit down.

The main page gives you a random selection of some of the models that are currently live. While there are plenty of
filter options, they lack some of the basic ones. It’s like taking some slut back who loves doing BDSM, anal, and
choking on dicks but sucks at kissing or anything foreplay related. I mean, yeah, I’ll still fuck her brains out, but
where’s the lead-up? Foreplay is fucking important people. Anyway, you can search by model type, age, fetish,
ethnicity, and a fuck ton of other niche features. But you can’t search by most viewed, highest rated, or newest. That’s
some bullshit.

Candy Shows and Multi-Shows Offer Unique Cam Experiences

There are quite a few options for browsing shows, so bear with me while I give you the rundown on each one. Candy
shows. What the fucks is a candy show? My first thought was some bitch shoving a popsicle up her pussy, but,
unfortunately, that’s not the case. It’s simply another term for private show, but you get to vote on what she does. You
need to pay for a seat in the show, but at least you’re guaranteed to see some skin.

Then there’s the multi-show, which sounded fucking amazing at first. You ladyboys can watch up to six live streams at
the same time. But there are a few problems with the way they have it setup. You can’t talk to any of them. You can’t
pick and choose the six models you want. Instead, you have to flip through page after page of the sluts until you come
across six that you think are hot.

Watch Up to Six Babes Fuck Themselves at Once

You can enter what’s called “Full Sex Mode” where every chick on the screen gets credits to start fucking themselves at
the same time, but the audio feature doesn’t always work. So, you’re just stuck with 6 chicks silently fucking
themselves. Even with audio you can’t cam with them or chat using that feature. Though they do have another pretty
cool feature called “Fulfill Your Fantasy” where you can describe any and all of your deepest, darkest desires and have
cam girls come to you offering to do whatever it is you want.
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Sometimes they have professional pornstars come on and do a couple of shows. They’ve had sexy babes like Sofi Ryan,
Aaliyah Love, and Lana Rhoades do kinky shit on cam. You can buy any of those shows, and you can also buy videos
that the amateur babes have made over in the “Host Videos” section. The “Top Host Arena” lets you check out the hall
of fame of best whores to grace the site, best new performers, and a variety of other award-winning babes that are sure
to get you hard as diamonds.

Great Previews, HD Shows, and Sex Toy Controls

I like how they do cam previews here. You’re not just stuck with the single static image that, let’s be honest here, never
matches up to what the model actually looks like. Those shots are always edited way too much and could make any 5/10
look like a decent 8. But when you hover over these images you might get a few different things. Usually, it’s a peek
into their current live show, which is always great. You can at least see the real model before you pop into the room.
The other things you might see are teaser videos the model has made or slideshows from past shows.

You’ll want to look for “Free Video Chat” if you’re just looking to pay by tips and “Live Sex Video Chat” if you’re
cool with dishing out a little extra dosh for a pay by the minute set up. The cam rooms are pretty great. The video player
is fucking huge. It takes up most of the entire screen when you click on over. The quality varies by model, since each
one is going to have different webcams and shit, but most of them were decent. No super grainy or pixelated shows to
deal with. Most models have a “control the vibe” feature that lets you control their sex toys for tips, and you can also
send tips or gifts like you could on any other free site.

Awesome Mobile Site Lets You Fap to Your Favorite Cam Whore on the Go

The mobile site is very well done. The entire format of the site is changed to make the mobile experience better.
Previews take up most of the screen, and you can scroll through them and view which ones are free or private easily.
With the, generally, smaller screens on mobile the stream quality was much better. What was a little blown out and
blurry on desktop became incredibly crisp on mobile. It was simple to login and get back into the action. You can full
screen any camsluts video feed and get fapping on the go.

ThePornDude’s Favorite Features

My favorite feature about Imlive.com is how many different unique site features there are. You can vote on camsoda the
hottest models, control a cam girl’s vibrator, watch tons of babes at once, get naughty cam-to-cam private shows, have
sluts come to you to make your dreams a reality, and those are just the ones off the top of my head. They have dozens of
cool features like those that I couldn’t possibly cover all of them in one review. You don’t have to pay a dime on the site
if you don’t want to, so feel free to browse those features without worrying about any bullshit.

ThePornDude’s Suggestions

This site is great, but it’s not perfect. The organization options could be better. The only way to browse by newest
models is to go through three different menus first. Throw that shit up on the front page. Those options are standard on
other sites for a reason. The multiviewer section could use some improvements. Let people curate their selection of
favorite models instead of flipping through page after page of models people don’t want. It doesn’t make any damn
sense.

ThePornDude’s Final Thoughts

Overall, Imlive.com is a pretty solid cam girl site. It’s definitely more put together than a lot of the shitty cam sites out
there that have gotten popular. There are a wide array of site-specific features that keep you horny fucks, and the
models, coming back for more every day. You can browse as much as you want for free, and you get some free dosh to
spend when you sign up. Spend those credits on some sexy live shows, candy shows, multi shows, and much more. If
you live jerking your dick to live amateur babes, then this is one of the better sites to do it.
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